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Why Now?

� The future of teaching is in our hands.

� Need technology to augment what we are doing, not 
replace

� Much discussion about future of education, higher 
education as being online

� Idea of being able to replace instructors, instruction 
through online content distribution

� Need to account for how to integrate technology as a 
valuable tool that helps us but doesn’t replace us

� Need to have technological tools help us become 
better educators, develop better learning 
environments, and not allow what is “human” to get 
lost

� What is “human” is Catholic ethos, mission



Why Now?
� Recent Gallup-Purdue national poll: Big Six for Success 

in College

� professor who made them excited about learning

� professors who cared about them as a person

� mentor who encouraged them to pursue goals and dreams

� working on a long-term project

� job or internship where applied what they were learning

� involvement in extra-curricular activities

� Seen remediation of other Catholic symbols/structures 
from physical to virtual

� Now need more remediation of Catholic practices and 
mission

� To inspire, aspire, connect, share, encourage

� Not lose sensitivity to world, self, others

� Support structures, practices, mission



What Do I Think We Should Do?

�How to do online Catholic ethos?

�Need is to develop students’ intellectual, 
moral and affectual lives

�Need to provide the experiences, 
situations, contexts in which to foster self-
transformation

�Need to develop skills, desire to engage in 
pursuit of social justice

�Start with producing structures of support 
for transformation, from the self to the 
world

�So start with relationships, community



What Do I Know?

� About Catholic Higher Education

� An Autoethnography of Collegium 

�Primarily from Day 2 and Day 3

�Focusing not just on teaching criticism but also 
awe, wonder, curiosity

�Focusing on compassion, social justice, common 
good

�Focusing on ritual, sacraments and love

�Focusing on contemplation, beholding, 
introspection

�Focusing on openness, questioning, integration

�Focusing on solidarity and community



What Do I Know?

� About Catholic Higher Education

� From our Dominican Sisters

�Importance of communing: with self, with world, 
with others

�Importance of recognizing the need to share with, 
help, learn from others

�Importance of collaboration amongst diverse 
people when committed to mission

�Importance of dialogue and debate to encourage 
engagement, truth, understanding, compassion, 
empathy, progress

�Importance of being open to be inspired by 
others



What Do I Know?
� About Online Higher Education

� From EDUCAUSE

� Students using social networks to create informal 
networks outside of online course

� Utilize the social media they use to create and 
participate in community

� Meet them where they live

� Allow space to engage in “natural” everyday selves

� Engage in participatory design practices Empower the 
student, encourage students’ voices to be heard

� Decenter the instructor: less as controller, more as guide

� Encourage peer mentoring, reviewing

� Lateral or peer-to-peer learning

� Help to see connections to each other, lives



What Do I Know?
� About Online Higher 

Education

� Online poll: Which of the 
following is a problem when 
it comes to online 
education?

�Being unmotivated to 
complete the course

�Not having any authentic 
interaction with my teacher

�Having everything focused 
on just gaining content 
rather than doing things

�Having to be personally 
responsible to complete the 
work on time

�Not having any genuine 
interaction with my fellow 
students



What Do I Know?

� About Online Communities

� From Caritas Veritas roundtable

� Emergent definition: Community is purposeful interactions, 
not just based on course material and what is being done 
for the class, but based also on the personal lives of the 
people outside of the classroom, whether that classroom is 
physical or virtual. 

� Connections built through listening, talking, engaging one 
another

� Goal to engage not just a teacher / student social identities, but 
also as other social identities, as just human beings

� Reinforced through acts of collaboration, cooperation, 
coordination

� Reinforced through feelings of respect, trust, belief in 
reciprocity

� Community is further developed by, and further develops, 
the ability for a person to feel present within the group, the 
activities; to feel like they are connected to and belong with 
this society of individuals who have commonalities in lived 
experiences and tasks to complete.



What Do I Know?

� About Online Communities

� Online poll: Which of the 
following characteristics makes 
for a good online community?

� Having ways to personally 
connect to others online

� Feeling safe to say whatever you 
want online

� Having rules governing how to 
communicate

� Being able to communicate in 
more ways than just text

� Knowing people’s real identities 
online



What Do I Know?

� About Online Communities

� Creating online community and relationships not 
same as knowledge distribution

� Can communicate facts but lost human element

� Cognitive versus affective, especially with 
undergrads

�Multiple forms of learning, communicating

�Need provide different ways to consume and produce

�Give people multiple opportunities to experience, 
engage in, express



What Do I Believe?
� About the Technologies to Foster Community

� Social media, user-generation, participatory design – all 
permit/promote, foster/require online relationships, 
collaboration, community

� Online spaces for producing information, not just consuming it

� Create user-generated space to allow for personal contributions of 
knowledge, creativity

� Online editing, blogging, podcasting, game design, wikis, 
collaborative documents, sharing, bookmarking

� Use what students know/do now to prepare for future 

� Help become aware of different technologies as tools to solve 
problems 

� To be literate on tools for different situations, including 
communicating and communing situations

� Approach with cybernetics mindset: tools to augment, not 
replace, and to bridge gap between human/machine to more 
effectively consume/produce 

� Cybernetic approach to Catholicism: how to use tools to effectively 
commune?



What Do I Believe?

� About how Teachers Foster Community

� Teachers are gatekeepers and guides to better 
learning experiences and outcomes for students 
whether online or offline

� To create online community in online education, help 
professors develop teaching skills whether online or 
offline.

� Need to train faculty, full and part-time, by getting 
them together to experience community

� Encourage and model development of personal 
responsibility, human agency

� Encourage flexibility, comfort, problem-solving 
approach to technological tools – neither enemy nor 
friend, just tool – what matters is how we use



What Do I Believe?

� About Bringing Catholic Ethos to Online 
Education

� Power of community is in repetition

�Going to the same people repeatedly and developing 
comfort from those relationships

� Develop responsibility, love, support, guidance, trust, 
respect, sociality, justice, outgoing, personal growth

�But needs to include having relationship with 
yourself to be able to have relationships with others

� Virtual spaces, asynchronous communication for self 
reflection, beholding

�Repetition can foster solidarity, created through 
interdependence among communal members, based 
on various factors



What Do I Think We Should Do?

� To Create Online Learning Communities

� Community expressed through communicative acts

�Limited because currently primarily based on text

� As technology and reach increases, text-primacy 
decreases

� Remove anonymity

� Encourage multimedia

�Constraint on communication, especially affective

� Develop and enforce netiquette, rules for online 
engagement and interaction to realize human dignity

� Need repetition, consistency and clarity in 
communicating expectations for netiquette

� Build norms based on positive communication: 
affirmation, gratitude, compliments, agreements



What Do I Think We Should Do?

� To Create Online Learning Communities

� Encourage consideration of connection between 
course and lives outside of class

�Share lives with one another, find commonalities

� Not necessarily just on events but  also hopes & 
dreams, gratitudes & learnings

�Comfortable wit sharing lives as long as have 
control over how doing so

� Give choice to share, how much, in what 
communication mode

�Work together to define the common good for the 
class, whether online or offline



What Do I Think We Should Do?

�To Create Online Learning Communities

�Develop space for reflection, 
contemplation

�Reflecting on course material

�Reflecting on connections with others

�Reflecting on position to material, others, life

�Reflecting on how differ, how similar, how have 
changed over time



What Do I Think We Should Do?

� To Create Online Learning Communities

� Develop ways to create, experience sense of 
wonder

�Expose to, reflect upon new material, new ideas, 
new experiences

�Have bring wonderment from outside of 
classroom into it, reflect on what wonderment is

�Use multimedia social media to encourage 
sharing wonderment in sense it is perceived (e.g. 
Pinterest, SoundCloud, YouTube)

�Reflect on each others’ wonderment, passions, 
loves



What Do I Think We Should Do?

� To Create Online Learning Communities

�Online discussion, collaboration, not just on 
course material

� Structure online discussions three-tier system

�First warm up, make comfortable sharing 
thoughts

� Do not assess, make fun to generate curiosity, 
desire to continue

�Second give impressions on course content

� Assess for understanding, application, etc.

�Third encourage reflections on connections

� To life, to each other, encourage sharing, finding 
commonalities



What Do I Think We Should Do?

� To Create Community

� Teachers can foster community by being pro-active

� Monitor to know what going well, not well

� Experiment, be human, make mistakes and show them

� More faculty development on active learning and 
community development both for face-to-face and online

� More community discussion on how to create learning 
environments with mission of Caritas et Veritas

� Bring into Academies discussion of community development 
best practices

� More exploration of tools, techniques that encourage 
interactivity, whether w/instructor, w/classmates, w/self

� Community expressed through communication acts

� When relationships expressed primarily thru communication 
acts, important to construct text thoughtfully, strategically



What More Can I Say?

I want to reassure our selves, 
our students, our society, our 
culture that our approach to 
changing higher education 
landscape is not to replace our 
teachers, or replace the 
emphasis on relationships, but 
to use these technological tools 
to help our teachers and help 
our students strengthen 
relationships and community.



What More Can I Say?

There is a reason we refer to the online 
as the Net and the Web – the online is 
all about connections. From connecting 
computers to connecting information to 
connecting people, the online can help 
us better understand ourselves, each 
other, and our world. But we need to 
utilize the power of the Net and the 
Web by encouraging people to 
contemplate these connections, and to 
actively use such connections for 
collaboration, cooperation and 
coordination. 



What More Can I Say?

It may be that remembering 
our focus on social justice and 
bringing that into our online 
classes will help us as 
instructors better mentor our 
students to engage in such 
contemplation.



What More Can I Say?

The concern for social justice leads 
to a need for the development of 
fellowship, friendship, and a sense 
of pluralistic inclusivity where 
everyone’s perspectives and 
experiences are included in the 
conversation. Creating a safe space 
for communication and sharing 
online, through the development of 
relationships and community, can 
help to ensure such feelings of 
camaraderie are developed. 



What More Can I Say?

Such feelings of camaraderie are 
strengthened through, and further 
strengthen elsewhere, a caring 
responsiveness for others that is so 
fundamental to the Catholicism. 
Teacher’s personal responsiveness, the 
development of norms and netiquette, 
and the inclusion of fun and playing, 
can all help to develop a sense of caring 
for one another that furthers 
relationships, community, and 
ultimately a sense of and desire for 
social justice for all.


